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 Important Health Warning About Playing Video Games
Photosensitive Seizures
A very small percentage of people may experience a seizure when exposed to certain 
visual images, including flashing lights or patterns that may appear in video games. 
Even people who have no history of seizures or epilepsy may have an undiagnosed 
condition that can cause these “photosensitive epileptic seizures” while watching video 
games. 
These seizures may have a variety of symptoms, including lightheadedness, altered 
vision, eye or face twitching, jerking or shaking of arms or legs, disorientation, 
confusion, or momentary loss of awareness. Seizures may also cause loss of 
consciousness or convulsions that can lead to injury from falling down or striking 
nearby objects. 
Immediately stop playing and consult a doctor if you experience any of these 
symptoms. Parents should watch for or ask their children about the above symptoms—
children and teenagers are more likely than adults to experience these seizures. The 
risk of photosensitive epileptic seizures may be reduced by taking the following 
precautions: Sit farther from the screen; use a smaller screen; play in a well-lit room; 
and do not play when you are drowsy or fatigued.
If you or any of your relatives have a history of seizures or epilepsy, consult a doctor 
before playing.

ESRB Game Ratings 
The Entertainment Software Rating Board (ESRB) ratings are designed to provide 
consumers, especially parents, with concise, impartial guidance about the age-
appropriateness and content of computer and video games. This information can 
help consumers make informed purchase decisions about which games they deem 
suitable for their children and families.
ESRB ratings have two equal parts: 
• Rating Symbols suggest age appropriateness for the game. These symbols 

appear on the front of virtually every game box available for retail sale or 
rental in the United States and Canada. 

• Content Descriptors indicate elements in a game that may have triggered a 
particular rating and/or may be of interest or concern. The descriptors appear 
on the back of the box next to the rating symbol. 

For more information, visit www.ESRB.org
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1.  Greetings from Black Lion Studios

Thank you for buying Shadow Harvest: Phantom Ops. Shadow HArvest has been 
developed for over three years. Our aim was to develop a game that is a bit 
more than a simple 3D-Shooter  and  which inspires the player with new tasks, 
surprising situations and Diverse  game-action. When we created this game, we 
focused our attention to the fusion of stealth and action elements.

In short, our goal was to create a game that we would want to play ourselves.

What you are now holding in your hands is the result of this passionate work. 
Have fun playing and exploring Shadow Harvest:Phantom Ops.

Martin J. Schwiezer
CEO, Black lion studios GmbH

2. Quick Start – Quick Overview

ARE YOU READY TO GET RIGHT INTO THE ACTION? HERE’S A SHORT OVERVIEW OF THE THINGS YOU 
NEED TO KNOW SO YOU CAN GET INTO THE GAME FAST. 

 2.1. Installation
 To install Shadow Harvest, press setup.exe and follow the instructions on  
 the screen.

 You need to be online to activate Shadow Harvest,    
 You will be asked if you want to connect with Steam, (this is free.)
 After you complete this step, you don’t need to be online to play the game.

 2.2. Control
 Controlling Shadow Harvest follows commonly used conventions of PC  
 Action gaming. Of course you can personalize the keys in the options-menu  
 (see 6.3). The default settings are the settings which are set by default  
 when you install the game for the first time.

 

 w   move forward
 a   turn left
 s   turn right
 d   move backwards
 Mouse   take a look around
 click (left)  shoot your weapon
 click (right)  aim (aim mode)

Special functions (like choosing an active weapons can be selected using the 
HUDCOM Menu (see 8). The HUDCOM menu is activated by scrolling with the mouse 
wheel. the HUDCOM MENU is navigated by scrolling the mouse wheel up or down.
Choose a function or an item by clicking the left mouse button. 
Click the right mouse button to exit the HUDCOM.

Attention:THE HUDCOM IS NOT AVAILABLE WHEN YOU FIRST START PLAYING. 
The Hudcom, as well as the weapons, needs to be collected first.

In certain levels you can switch between the two characters Aron and Myra. 
(Press TAB to switch) PRESS Q TO ACTIVATE EACH CHARACTER’S SPECIAL SKILLS
(Delta-Mode (Aron) and invisibility (Myra).

Press F to activate the Night vision mode. If you want to interact with your 
environment, press and hold E. 
TO THROW A GRENADE PRESS G AND LEFT CLICK.  TO SEE THE TRAJECTORY PRESS G.

More details for using the controls can be found on in chapter 7.  Hints will 
appear during game play to help you as well.
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2.3. Special Features
 What is special about Shadow Harvest is the Active Cover System  
 used. Instead of pressing a key to get in a cover position, you can  
 move Aron or Myra to a valid cover position and the character will  
 automatically take cover. 
 

Step back or  focus on a target behind the character to exit the   
cover position. When you do this, you will find that it is intuitive and 
you do not need to use your keyboard at all.

Another feature is Myras “AWARENESS METER”. This meter shows how aware 
the enemy is of her. This provides guidance for Myra and her  actions: Did they 
notice me? Should I stay Under cover or can I move forward without any risk?

This meter works intuitively by showing the level of danger  on the top right 
corner of the display. A more detailed explanation can be found in chapter 8 of 
this manual.

3. Background – Trouble Spot SOMALIA
 
in 2025, The U.N. has been unable to control  piracy attacks in the Indian Ocean. 
The African coast has become a hot spot of piracy and days of poor fishermen in 
rundown boats and old guns are over.

Karim Kimosein, who took office as the president of Somalia after a bloody military 
coup, turned  piracy To an extremely profitable business. Speedboats, bazookas, 
combat helicopters, sonar, and infrared gear are now the basic equipment of the 
dangerously well-trained pirates, who fill Kimosein’s coffers.

Captives are ransomed and these proceeds are used by Kimosein to buy weapons for 
his pirates and military and to procure the services of hired mercenaries. Within 
two years of power, the African dictator transformed Somalia into  a force to be 
reckoned with. 

The powerful but slow warships of the U.N., that patrol the east coast of Africa, 
are helpless in the face of the situation. Usually, the U.N. warships reach the at-
tacked ships only after Kimosein’s pirates have already left. They leave damaged, 
burning cargo ships leave evidence of the alarming brutality of the pirate opera-
tions. 

SAFE PASSAGE THROUGH THIS STRATEGIC TRADE ROUTE ON THE EAST COAST OF AFRICA CAN 
ONLY BE ACHIEVED BY UN ESCORT.  THIS IS ONLY LOGISITICALLY POSSIBLE FOR LESS THAN 10% 
OF THE SHIPS PASSING THROUGH.

Knowing that the fight against piracy cannot be won either on the sea or through 
an open invasion in Somalia,  the Pentagon secretly decides to commission a single 
Delta-Force soldier to eliminate Kimosein. 

As there are U.N. troops officially STATIONED in Somalia’s neutral zones for humani-
tarian peace keepers, the lone fighter,  disguised as a member of the U.N. troops, 
is ordered to force his way into the government district of Mogadishu. He is to 
eliminate the problem without leaving any evidence of his involvement.
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At the same time, at Fort Bragg, they consider  how Kimosein and his troops can
possibly have all these modern weapons systems. From fighter jets to high 
tech armor, Kimosein’s money seems to give them access to all weapons 
systems, without any restriction. Even american weapons, partly still in the 
testing phase, have been seen in Somalia. 

it is assumed that there is a mole in the ranks of the American soldiers.  A 
person, who makes the weapons available to the illegal arms dealers. Even 
those, that are the subject of a strict embargo. 

because it is assumed that this person is a member of the U.S. Military, they do 
not inform all JSOC-Units, but instead they commission the ISA to perform this 
recon mission.
ISA HUMINT Agent Cpt. Myra Lee is sent to Somalia to get a picture of the situ-
ation and to find documents of Kimosein’s vendors and traders for military 
armament in the government palace. 

Aron Alvarez and Myra Lee start their respective missions almost at the same 
time. Still, they don’t know anything about each other...

4. The main characters

 4.1. Aron Alvarez

Aron BULL Alvarez was born on 1990 as the son of Antonio Alvarez, Sergeant 
of the U.S. ARMY, and Maria Alvarez, in Phoenix, Arizona. 

When 9/11 shocked America, Aron was only 11 years old.  His Dad explained 
tthat the world had changed for the worse and In March of 2003 his father 
was deployed in the troops going to Iraq and stationed in Baghdad. He died in 
May 2003 fighting in the city center battles.

This incident later on, led Aron to  join the U.S.  ARMY and follow in 
the footsteps of his father. In addition the basic training in the 
Army, Aron was also trained in handling demolition charges and 
all kinds of explosive substances. Alvarez turned out to be an 
outstanding and brave soldier.  He received numerous awards 
for his talents and was deployed to various hot spots around 
the world. Aron’s nickname “Bull” comes from his unbreak-
able will and determination to end a mission successfully.

In 2015 Aron was asked to join the 1st SFORD-Delta, which 
he accepted. As a Delta-Operator, he was part of count-
less covert ops in South america and the middle east, 
always fighting against the international terrorism. In 
May 2022 he was promoted to the rank of captain. 
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 5. Installation

Before installing Shadow harvest. You need to make sure, that you have all current 
drivers for your Video Card. In case you’re not sure, please look at your manufac-
turer’s support site for the latest drivers and install them

To install ShadowHarvest, run setup.exe and follow the instructions on the screen.

Attention: You need to be online to activate Shadow Harvest, because the game needs 
to be activated through the online- platform  STEAM.  You will be asked whether you 
want to connect with STEAM, where you can activate the game for free. After this 
activation you do not need to be online to play the game.

In the course of the product installation, the game offers you the installation of 
further components such as NVIDIA PhysX, DirectX, VCRedist. In case  you are not sure, 
whether the latest version is already installed on your computer, please install the 
missing components. You can also download the versions from the providers homepage 
anytime.

Check the Microsoft website for the latest version of DirectX®.

Check the Microsoft website for the latest version of the Visual Studio Runtime 
Environment.

Check the Nvidia website and download the latest PhysX® driver.

Right before her 23rd birthday, she managed to uncover the key clue for an impor-
tant investigation. Because of her brilliant power of deduction and her technical 
skills, the FBI was able to prevent an attack on LA’s International Airport.

Due to her success and her background, she was soon offered another interesting 
career opportunity. Myra drew the attention of the ISA, the military secret service 
agency. Myra transferred to the ISA in 2021 and completed her training there.

At the age of 25 she was recruited for yet another interesting career opportunity. 
Despite her strict refusal to carry firearms, she was successfully deployed in 
several covert missions. She became a captain in 2023.

 4.2. Myra Lee

Myra Lee was born in 1997 in Madagascar. Her father, Jonathan Lee  was the U.S. 
ambassador to this island, and her mother Lisa Lee was a french journalist. Her 
parents both died in the riots after the presidential elections in Madagascar. 
They were killed when their car was riddled with bullets by an exchange of 
gunfire between rival groups.  Miraculously, the tiny 4 year old girl, Myra Lee, 
survived the ordeal.

Myra was adopted by a diplomat family that was friends with Myra’s parents. 
She was raised in a safe and loving home.  In 2010, the 13 year old Myra wit-
nessed her step brother accidentally shot himself with his father’s gun while 
playing with it. His father forgot to put the weapon away.  From that moment on, 
Myra developed a deep aversion against all kinds of firearms. 

Despite her aversion to firearms, the idealistic Myra felt she had to stand up 
for justice and fairness in the world.  at just 20 years of age, she became a 
police officer in the LApd, where she made a big contribution in the capture of a 

serial killer, who she arrested all alone. 

Because of her outstanding success, She was recruited to 
join the FBI and continue her training. Because her  aver-
sion against firearms had increased due to other negative 
experiences in the LAPD, She trained in the martial arts, as 
well as, expert use of the crossbow, bow and arrow, and 

various blades and knives. She received  an education as 
a Computer  and network specialist at the Cybercrime 

Division of the FBI. 
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6.  The Main Menu

You can control four different functions from the main menu: New Game, Load 
Score, Options and Exit Game. left click on the  Mouse to choose. In the follow-
ing text,  we’ll briefly explain to you the four functions and their specialties. 

 6.1. New Game
 When playing shadow harvest For the first time, there are no   
 scores on  your system yet.  Start the game by clicking “New Game”.
 
 6.2. Load Score
 The Game automatically saves all your games and scores. Click  on  
 “Load  Score” to continue a old game. The old score will be shown on  
 the left side of your monitor. You can see all  saved scores on the  
 right. They also save date and time. left Click on  mouse button to  
 load a score. scroll the mouse- wheel for  an overview   
 of all scores. 
  
 6.3 Options
 Personalize your controls,graphics, audio and mouse functions

  6.3.1  Control 
  You can personalize the controls so that every function  
  can be assigned to the key of your choice. More informa 
  tion on this is found in section 7. For personalizing the  
  options, choose one of the four categories (Movement,  
  fight, interaction  with your environment,  HUDCOM) and  
  define the key you want to  use. Confirm you choice by  
  clicking “confirm.”
  
  6.3.2  Graphic
  Define the adjustments of the display of Shadow harvest 
  on your system.  Please note that when you adjust the  
  graphics that you must stay within the abilities of your  
  computer’s hardware.  Setting the resolution, shadow,  
  or texture details beyond your computer’s capabilities  
  may result in a negative  gaming experience.

  
 

 
  6.3.3  Audio
  Adjust various audio options and personalize the audio output.   
  Adjust it to your wishes and the abilities of your speakers.   
  6.3.4  Mouse
  Adjust the sensibility of the mouse. You can also invert the   
  mouse pivot/axis/center as you like.

  6.4 Exit the game.
  Click “Exit Game” to exit the game and get back to your windows  
  desktop.

  

7.  Control  

the controls of Shadow Harvest mainly follows the common conventions of PC-Action 
Games. Of course you can personalize the keys in the options-menu (see 6.3). 
These are the common settings:

 7.1. Move
  
 w    move forward
 a    turn left
 s    turn right
 d    move backwards
 Mouse    take a look around
 left click    shoot your weapon
 right click   aim (aim mode)

 7.2. Fight

 mouse wheel choose a weapon, if not in the aim- or scope mode.
 left click  fire the weapon
 right click  aim mode
 mouse wheel zoom (if in scope mode)
 g  adjust/show flight path of grenade
 g+click left throw a grenade
 e  quietly grab enemy from behind (Headlock, Myra)

Attention: The texture and shadow adjustments have a significant impact on 
the game performance.  We recommend that you adjust the shadow details, 
texture, and/or display resolution to improve the game performance.
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7.3. Interaction within the gameworld

tab  switch between aron and Myra (if both are available)
e  Press to perform an action, when appropriate
e (hold)  to crack a lock
q  special skills (Delta-Mode for Aron and Stealth for myra)

 
7.4.. HUDCOM

mouse wheel  activate HUDCOM, navigate
left click   choose an item or a function in the HUDCOM
right click   exit HUDCOM menu
f   Use Infrared Night Vision
h   Use Health-Pack (if available)
1,2,3,4   Choose weapon via keys.   1-3 for Myra, 1-4 for Aron

8. HUDCOM Unit

The HUDCOM (Heads-Up-Display Combat and Communication) Unit (by Lomacs TM MilCom) is 
an Augmented Reality-System  and is the central interface between the characters and 
their environment. The hudcom consists of a microphone and a small, greenish visor, 
that is worn in front of the right eye. Even the Basic equipment of Hudcom contains a gps 
system, bio-status, communication unit, and, night vision gear all in one.All available in-
formation can be accessed using the visor and is displayed in the soldier’s field of vision.

Shape interpolation of chosen objects is integrated into the HUDCOM system.  If you focus 
on an item or person, the HUDCOM interpolates the shape of the target object and is able 
to even display  covered parts of the target giving soldiers an edge in battle.
If a soldier focuses on more than one object, the HUDCOM shows extra icons for the 
objects and persons. If the player focuses on one of these objects, the HuDCOM will show 
all available information about it (Distance, Status, name etc.).

You can combine the HUDCOM with other Combat-Systems and expand its functional range. 
In Myra’s case, the HUDCOM is connected to a Tox-sensor system in her stealth-suit. This 
system reacts to stress hormones, such as adrenaline and cortisol. 
Through the connection to the sensors of the HUDCOM, we can find out about stress 
hormone emitters and the target state of excitement. 

This means, that Myra is able to locate nervous people (even trough walls) and to have 
them shown on her HUDCOM. The HUDCOM uses shape-interpolation to make the people 
visible. 

Example 1:

a hostile sentry finds the dead body of a comrade. This discovery will cause a hormone 
shock, that can be detected by Myra’s stealth-suit tox sensors. Now, Myra can know both 
visually and acoustically, where the person is, what he is doing and his state of 
excitement.
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Example 2:

As Myra explores enemy territory, a hostile sentry goes on alert when he 
hears a slight rustle, or discovers a shadow.  This does not make him alarmed, 
yet the minimal increase of stress hormones is captured by the tox-sensors.  
With this feedback, myra can optimize her strategy and plan her actions 

 8.1 Aron’s HUDCOM

 

 1 Bio Status: Health (006 HP), Number of medical kits avail 
  able (02 pieces), Movement mode (Fast), Delta-Mode Energy  
  (100%)

 2 State of Armament 
  Icon-Display of the active weapon (XM8), loaded rounds  
  (20), rounds in total (300), number of explosive charge  
  (01), Number of hand grenades (04)

 3 Icon for SUB objectives  
  Aron focuses on the icon and the player is shown a   
  descriptive text of the Sub objective. (infiltrate   
  the somali ministry of defense) it also shows the distance  
  to the sub objective. 

8.2 Myra’s Hudcom

Myra’s Hudcom does not differ a lot from Aron’s Visor. Because of her special skills, 
there are some small differences that will be explained below. 

1 Awareness-meter: 
 The awareness-meter registers the emission of stress 
 hormones in its environment. The display on the upper right    
 shows the highest level of stress hormones of each hormone-   
 emitter. On the picture, the front soldier’s stress level is to    
 the maximum, while the soldier in the back has a level of only    
 50%. Moreover it shows the total number of people, emitting    
 stress hormones (02x)

2 Individual Awareness-meter 
 In contrast to the general awareness-meter, that only shows    
 the  maximum stress hormone emission of every person, the    
 individual awareness-meter can detect the exact level of    
 excitement of a single person.

3  Level of armament 
 Icon-display of the active weapon (crossbow, loaded with    
 attractor bolts) loaded bolts (1), bolts of this type in total    
 (49), nano-injections available (20)

4 Bio Status  
 This option does not differ from Aron’s Bio-Status-display.    
 The  only small difference is, that Myra’s Status shows the    
 Stealth-Suit-Level instead of Aron’s Delta-Mode.   
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9 . Weapons

There is a huge arsenal available in Shadow Harvest.  Aron and Myra’s weapon choices 
are quite different though.  This is dues to Myra’s aversion to firearms.

 9.1 Aron’s Arsenal: Loud and effective
  1. Base Weapon: Glock 29, 1 Key
  Aron has a glock 29 available in case he runs out of rounds.    
  The Glock can be chosen from the HUDCOM menu by pressing the   
  1 key.

  2. Primary Weapon: XM8 Assault Rifle, 2 Key   
  this is aron’s prefered weapon. It is a available in level 1   
  of Shadow harvest and is with him throughout the game.   
  Choose this weapon from the HUDCOM or press the 2 key.

  3. Secondary Weapon: 3 Key    
  Aron can use any captured weapon as a secondary weapon.   
  There are a lot of them. Their differences are mostly the type   
  of rounds needed, the firing speed, precision and the damage   
 t hey cause. Choose this weapon via the HUDCOM or press the 
  3 Key.

  4. Special Weapon: RPG, Sniper Rifle etc., 4 Key
  There are also special weapons available during the missions.   
  (Bazookas or Sniper rifles) They are located in the 4th slot of   
  the HUDCOM menu. If necessary, Choose this weapon    
  using the HUDCOM or press the 4 key.

  5. Hand Grenades, 5  key 
  If Grenades are carried by Aron, hold G to see the grenade’s   
  trajectory. Press G and and left click to throw the grenade.
 

 Explosive Charge, Press the e Key at Designated Places, this is an 
 important weapon to get access to locked buildings. 

 Stationary Miniguns, ATBW units, etc.,  Press E to Enter or Use.
 In contrast to Myra, Aron can also use special weaponry and machines.
 In some levels, he has access to stationary weapons such as a Minigun.  
 In other  levels, he can even use a ATBW-Unit (All Terrain  Battle Walker)  
 to destroy whole districts.  Stationary Miniguns do not have a limited  
 number of rounds. Instead you should keep an eye on the  temperature of  
 the Minigun and cease continuous fire to let the Minigun cool down. 
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 9.2. Myra’s Arsenal: strategic and quiet

In contrast to Aron’s arsenal, Myra’s arsenal is limited. her  weapons are as 
effective as Aron’s, as long as you use them correctly. Her most important weapon is the 
crossbow, which can be loaded with different arrows. We’ll briefly explain to you how 
this weapon works. For further information about the optimal usage of the crossbow, 
please read part 10 in the strategy guide.

  1. Base weapon: Crossbow with standard arrows 1 Key 
  The Crossbow is her base weapon. It is loaded with standard   
  arrows. Activate them via the HUDCOM menu or press 1. Because  her  
  crossbow has three slots, she can load only three arrows at a time.  
  After all three are fired, the crossbow will need to be reloaded. In  
  contrast to Aron’s base weapon, Myra’s crossbow, has a scope,  
   which allows it to be used as a sniper weapon Right click the mouse  
  button and  scroll to zoom in and out on your target. 

   2. Primary Weapon: Crossbow with Nano-bolts, 2 Key
  Myra’s Primary weapon is the most powerful and precise   
  weapon of the whole game: The crossbow, loaded with nano  bolts.  
  Choose this weapon via the HUDCOM or press 2 key. Every hit is 
  lethal, no matter where you hit the enemy.   The shock, that is   
  caused by the nano-injection, does not just kill the enemy, it also  
  starts a bio-chemical process that makes the body disappear for a  
  few hours. By using this Crossbow, Myra does not need to hide the  
  dead bodies anymore. The crossbow uses all three slots at at once.  
  this means you must reload after every shot. Unfortunately, Myra’s  
  stock of nano bolts is very limited. 

  3. Secondary Weapon: Attractor Bolts, 3 Key     
  The secondary weapon is not really a weapon but a strategical tool.  
  Choose this weapon using the HUDCOM or press the 3 key. These bolts  
  send, After these bolts reach their target, they send back both   
  optical and acoustic signals.  Myra can use these as a distraction  
  to lure enemies away from their posts.The target mode is  the base  
  weapon.  Right click to see how much influence the bolt will have.  
  This makes it easy to see, which soldiers will be influenced by the  
  bolts.

 

 4. Headlock   e key, behind the enemy
 The headlock is a technique, rather than a weapon. Myra can quietly sneak  
 up to someone from behind and use the headlock technique.  she can either   
 break his neck or use a nano-injection to kill her enemy. 

 5. nano-injection, e key, if enemy is in headlock-situation
 just like the nano-bolts, the nano-injection kills the enemy immediately   
 and makes him invisible within only five seconds. The nano-injection can only  
 be used in combination with the headlock. 
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10.  Strategy Guide

In Shadow Harvest, there are many ways to defeat your enemies.  Brute force is not 
always the most effective way to solve problems.  Here are some tips to help Myra and 
Aron accomplish their goals strategically.

 10.1. Strategy-Tips for Aron Alvarez

  1. Use the cover trigger
  Cover-triggers are essential in this game. You enter a cover   
  trigger by walking towards a relevant spot (Wall, sandbags,   
  etc.) and press yourself against it (just keep on walking in this   
  direction). Once the character is in a cover-position, the risk of   
  being shot decreases. It is important, that your character is not  
  just down in front of a cover trigger, but really enters the   
  cover-position. 

  2. Bullets for the Xm8
  When you run out of bullets for Aron’s Xm8, we recommend that  
  you look for guns that use the same rounds as the Xm8. (5.56mm   
  NATO  Bullets). These guns are: AK-101, M4A1 and others. The   
  HUDCOM will show you, which gun uses what kind of bullets. 

  3 . Grenades, Health-Packs etc. 
  Keep your eyes open for hidden health-Packs, grenades and   
  other goodies. Especially the health-Packs which can   
  be very helpful in higher levels.

  4 . Use the Delta-Mode
  Because of Aron’s experience with the Delta-Force, he is very   
  good at concentrating (the so called delta-mode). His   
  environment seems to slow down while his aim continues  
  at regular speed. Activate the Deltamode by pressing the 
  Q key.

 10.2. Strategy-Tips for Myra Lee

  1 Use the Cover trigger
  The cover-position is much more important for Myra than it   
  is for Aron since it renders her almost invisible to her targets.   
  She can lean out and aim at enemies without being seen.  How  
  ever, bear in mind that this only works if she is really in cover   
  mode.  Be sure to check that she is not just in front of it.  If she   
  has not entered the cover-position, she will be vulnerable.   
  Myra’s movements transition from one cover-position to   
  another. Enter fast mode, press the C key.

  2 Don’t let enemies see you!
  For a stealth- character it might sound boring, but honestly: Do  
  not let enemies discover you! compared to Aron, Myra is quite weak   
  and her weapons are not made for direct one-on-one fights. If the  
  enemies discover Myra, the fight is basically already lost. On the  
  other hand she can operate perfectly in the shadows. You don’t   
  have to be seen: The game was designed so that there is always a  
  place to hide. Play and experiment a little with the awareness-  
  meter and try to get a feel for the situation and how long it will  
  take for enemies to discover you.

  3 Use stealth energy carefully
  Save the stealth energy for special situations: you might need   
  it to escape from a difficult situation. Extra energy-cells, that   
  feed the suit with new power, are rather rare. 

  4 Headlock, as often as possible
  You should always try to use the headlock instead of the cross  
  bow. This saves bullets and you can use the numerous   
  nano-injections that Myra has available. 
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  5.  Useful information for the usage of a crossbow   
  The crossbow is a powerful weapon.  The standard arrows are   
  deadly in a single headshot.  Note that in comparison to the  
  nano-bolts, standard arrows are not areodynamic and create   
  sound as they fly. The enemy can thus be alerted and be alerted.   
  Therefore, you should only kill enemies that are within a certain  
  range stand away from their comrades. Nano and attractor-bolts  
  are silent weapons.

11.  FAQ

 Q. why can Myra lean out of her cover-position without being seen?
 
 A.  This was a game design decision.  Myra needs to be able to focus   
 on her enemies while being in cover-position. Without this skill, the game   
 would be too difficult to play.

 Q.  Some parts of the game are very light and bright while other   
 parts are very dark. Why are there such extreme differences?

 A.  The places, where S.H. takes place, are all very hot, sunny regions  
 of the world. Direct solar radiation can make even sandgrounds seem bright  
 and light. These are optical irritations. Just like Darkness, rain or fog:   
 Sunshine can become a problem in military missions. 

 Furthermore the eye gets used to the brightness very quickly, which means  
 that you can see darker parts even worse than before. In Shadow harvest., 
 the player has the possibility to use the Focus View (Activate with key F). This  
 focus brightens up the environment and makes things visible. 

 Q. How come Aron has to pick up his equipment from the rebels in   
 Mogadishu?  Shouldn’t he carry it around with him?

 A. Aron arrives in Mogadishu, disguised as a U.N. soldier. His equipment  
 (HUDCOM, XM8 , etc. ) does  not match the Arms the U.N. troops carry. 
 Aron’s equipment was stored in a safe place where he could go and pick it up  
 later.  Bad luck has it that the rebels found his equipment and carried it off. 
 U.N. Sergeant Gabriel Lawson is the only person that knows about Aron and  
 his mission. He noticed that the guns were taken . He told Aron to retrieve his  
 equipment from the rebel’s hideout.
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13. Technical Support

 Do you need help? Please contact our customer service at 
 www.viva-media.com/ support or www.shadowharvest.com 
 for the latest updates and news. 
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14. Notes
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